Abstract—Consumers increasingly bring IoT devices into their living spaces without understanding how their data is collected, processed, and used. We present PrivacyCube, a novel tangible device designed to explore the extent to which privacy awareness in smart homes can be elevated. PrivacyCube visualises IoT devices’ data consumption displaying privacy-related notices. PrivacyCube aims at assisting families to (i) understand key privacy aspects better and (ii) have conversations around data management practices of IoT devices. Thus, families can learn and make informed privacy decisions collectively.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, Privacy Awareness, Physical Visualisation, Usable Privacy, Design Space

I. INTRODUCTION

Personal data protection regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), have enforced transparency while processing consumers’ data. Data controllers must provide individuals with privacy notices about existing or potential data processing practices. Prior studies discussed that effective privacy notices support individuals in making informed privacy decisions [1]. However, available notices are largely ignored or abandoned and forgotten over time. Studies have linked the failure of the privacy notices to the way they are presented, where most of them are often long and difficult to read [2].

Existing privacy notices designs are often limited by the information presented to the data subjects, or are websites specific and not IoT related [3]. Moreover, many of the available privacy notices are static in nature, meaning they do not receive updates and only display one type of notice with no variation based on device/data type and use. The designed tangible device in this paper is set to reform the presentation of the privacy notices to include more meaningful information for the user. Physical cubes, unlike mobile apps, have long been used as a learning and exploration tool because they are an appealing embodiment of more complicated concepts [4], [5]. PrivacyCube can provide variable privacy notices based on the used IoT device and the data it collects [6].

In this work, we prototype PrivacyCube, a physical tangible notices for improving privacy awareness in smart homes, refer to Figure 1 PrivacyCube will provide users with necessary data practices of the IoT resources in the vicinity in an interactive way. The notices displayed on PrivacyCube are largely based on a privacy infrastructure developed by Das et al. [7]. PrivacyCube will display the active IoT resources and emit light for each data usage practice.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

PrivacyCube is an interactive device that allows users to explore and learn about the surrounding IoT devices and the main data practices that the device performs on their data. It is composed of a wooden casing shaped like a cube. The casing is laser cut from 5 mm thick plywood and can be easily assembled by slotting together with no tools required. There is a 5-inch touch screen displaying the IoT devices on the top face. The bottom face serves as the cube’s base, while the other faces show data-related privacy notices. PrivacyCube will emit lights as interactive privacy notices to users to mimic actual data collection activity. Users can use the touch screen to interact with PrivacyCube and explore related privacy notices.

Individuals are interested in receiving notifications related to the collection, usage, storage of their data [7]. Therefore, the data practices included in PrivacyCube notify individuals about the collected data type, data usage, data access, data location, and data retention period. Based on multiple privacy policies templates included in the IoT Assistant App [8], we created a graph, Figure 2 mapping the IoT devices displayed on PrivacyCube. Each cube face represents different data practices.
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related to IoT as pictured in Figure 1. In the event of a data collection, the top face will show the active IoT device, while the other faces will show the associated data practices.

III. DEMONSTRATION

We evaluated PrivacyCube against the notion of “meaningful privacy choices” [8]. Because PrivacyCube only provides visualisation and not the configuration of data use practices, our evaluation includes three of the five facets (i.e. user awareness, comprehensiveness, and neutrality). PrivacyCube simplifies learning about active IoT devices and their data usage practices. This feature can increase user awareness of nearby IoT devices and their privacy considerations. Integrating the identification of IoT devices and their privacy notices in a single tangible design delivers comprehensive information regarding IoT data practices to assist users in understanding the implications of their privacy decisions. In addition, we believe that the cube design provides a neutral ground for home occupants to engage with their privacy notifications.

The following use case, about an individual named Alex, demonstrates PrivacyCube functionality and how it communicates information to raise individuals’ privacy awareness. Alex protects his home with a smart lock that includes a built-in camera. Alex finds it convenient to recognise and communicate with visitors to his home via his smart device. Alex does not understand that for the smart lock to function, it must detect and store sensitive data that can be used for purposes other than home security. The deployment of PrivacyCube will inform Alex about what happens to his data in the following:

- The lock icon on the top face of PrivacyCube will light up indicating the IoT device in-use.
- The environmental, biometric, audio, location, visual, and usage icons on the front face will light up indicating the type of data the device is collecting.
- The time-bar and world map will light up some sections indicating where and for how long the data is stored.
- The revenue, surveillance, analytics, security, targeted ads, lifestyle, productivity, and research icons will light up indicating the data usages.
- The resource owner, trusted party, service provider, device manufacturer, law enforcement, third party, and marketing organizations will light up indicating data access.
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